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CAMCON VI TO BE HELD IN DAYTON

DAYTON, Ohio -- The University of Dayton Center for Religious Telecommunications will co-sponsor the Sixth Computer Applications for Ministry Conference (CAMCON VI) Oct. 28-31. Sessions will be held at UD and at the Stouffer Center Plaza Hotel. Registration for the conference is $195 and includes tickets to two banquets and a subscription to Church Bytes, a church/computing magazine.

CAMCON helps churches learn about computers and how they can be used to support ministries within the churches. Workshops will teach conference participants how to set up a computer system in their church, computer shortcuts and hands-on knowledge of computers. Speakers will address ethical and multicultural issues related to computers and the church's role in addressing them. CAMCON is also being sponsored by the department of communications of the National Council of the Churches of Christ in the U.S.A.

For more information and registration forms, contact Sister Fran Trampiet, S.C., at (513) 229-3160.
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